Invitation to the 9th Future Ocean Postdoc Event
Networking and professional exchange of postdocs

The Future Ocean Network organizes a Postdoc Event every first Friday of the month, from 11:15-12:00h.

The aim of the event series is to enable networking and professional exchange among interested postdocs of all faculties and partner institutions. In these events early career academics in leading positions will present their professional development, working methods and fields of research.

4 February 2022: 11:15 to ca. 12:00 h, virtual event

David Needham is presenting his field of research and his career path

David Needham is a marine microbiologist at the GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel. He completed his PhD in 2015 at the University of Southern California (USC) studying marine microbial ecology. Afterwards, he continued as a postdoc briefly at USC before starting a postdoc at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI). Subsequently, the lab David worked in at MBARI moved to GEOMAR in 2019. His research focuses on advancing an understanding of microbe-to-microbe interactions in the ocean: how they influence the environment and vice versa. He was awarded a Helmholtz Young Investigator Group.

Access details:

https://uni-kiel.zoom.us/j/63659342492?pwd=TTN2bmc0QnpGeG9LbU9DUENpWlRHdz09

Meeting-ID: 636 5934 2492
Kenncode: 084623

For further information please contact:

Dr. Christel van den Bogaard
Head of Postdoc Academic Career Support Center | PACT, GEOMAR
cbogaard@geomar.de

or

Dr. Christine Haunhorst
Ocean Education and Career | KMS, CAU Kiel
chaunhorst@kms.uni-kiel.de

We are looking forward to an exciting virtual exchange.